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Abstract

Intermittent snow depth observations can be leveraged with data assimilation (DA) to improve model estimates of snow water equivalent (SWE) at the point scale. A key consideration for scaling assimilation to the basin scale is its performance at forested locations—where canopy-snow interactions affect snow accumulation and melt, yet are difficult to model and parameterize. We implement a particle filter (PF) technique to assimilate intermittent snow depth observations into the Flexible Snow Model, and validate model outputs against snow density and SWE measurements across adjacent forest and open sites, at two locations with different climates and forest structures. Assimilation reduces snow depth error by 70%–90%, density error by 5%–30%, and SWE error by 50%–70% at forest locations (relative to controls). The PF simulates the seasonal evolution of the snowpack under forest canopy, including where interception losses decrease SWE in the forest during accumulation, and shading reduces melt during the ablation season (relative to open sites). Model outputs are sensitive to canopy-related parameters, but DA reduces the range in snow depth and SWE estimates resulting from variations or uncertainties in these parameters by over 50%. These results demonstrate that the importance of accurately measuring, estimating, or calibrating canopy-related parameters is reduced when snow depth observations are assimilated. Finally, we assimilate remotely sensed snow depth observations at 50 m resolution across the East River Basin, Colorado (1,000 km²). Across elevations, the PF increases estimated precipitation at forested sites by ~15% relative to open sites, likely compensating for excessive sublimation of intercepted snow.

1. Introduction

Accurately monitoring the seasonal accumulation and melt of snow in mountain basins is essential for managing water resources (Bales et al., 2006; Serreze et al., 1999). However, ground-based observations are insufficient to monitor the spatial and temporal distribution of snow water equivalent (SWE) in mountains (Bales et al., 2006). In addition, no satellite remote sensing platform resolves local scale SWE variations across all environments. A promising approach to calculate SWE is through a hybrid remote sensing/modeling platform: measuring snow depth with remote sensing and estimating bulk snow density with models (e.g., Painter et al., 2016). In this framework, intermittent snow depth mapping is possible with several remote sensing approaches, including lidar, radar, and photogrammetry (e.g., Grünewald et al., 2010; Lievens et al., 2019; Marti et al., 2016; Moller et al., 2017; Painter et al., 2016; Vander Jagt et al., 2015) and at increasing spatial scales (Lievens et al., 2021). Data assimilation (DA) has been shown to be an effective tool for converting remotely sensed snow depth to SWE at the time of observation, and for estimating SWE before and after observations (Hedrick et al., 2018; Magnusson et al., 2017; Margulis et al., 2019; Smyth et al., 2019, 2020). This framework holds promise to guide water resource management decisions.

Remote sensing platforms can be used to accurately map snow depth across landscapes, such as underfoot forest canopies with lidar (Deems et al., 2013). However, when these lidar snow depth maps have been used to estimate SWE across deep snowpack in mountainous basins, SWE uncertainty is dominated by uncertainty of modeled snow density (Raleigh & Small, 2017). Model simulation errors stem from the quality of forcing data, the choice of process representations, and parameterizations that vary with landscape factors (e.g., forest canopy), which are often poorly or incompletely characterized.

Of these landscape factors, the processes associated with forest canopy are particularly difficult to parameterize and simulate (Helbig et al., 2020; Mazzotti et al., 2020, 2021). Canopy cover influences both the accumulation (e.g., interception and sublimation) and melt (e.g., shading of shortwave radiation) of snow. Canopy also...
modulates meteorological conditions (e.g., wind speed, air temperature) and emits longwave radiation toward the snowpack (Conway et al., 2018; Lundquist et al., 2013; Musselman et al., 2008, 2015; Musselman & Pomeroy, 2017; Varhola et al., 2010). In turn, these changes affect bulk snowpack density in forests. To accurately simulate snowpack with a canopy, models either require explicit parameterizations (e.g., “fractional vegetation” in the Factorial Snow Model, see Essery, 2015) or a priori adjustments to meteorological inputs (e.g., Snobal, see Marks & Dozier, 1992). The Snow Model Intercomparison Project 2 (SnowMIP2) experiment found that model performance (in estimating SWE) was inconsistent between open and forested sites. In addition, model divergence at forested locations was primarily due to (a) model-to-model differences in partitioning of precipitation via canopy interception and unloading processes and (b) the parameterization of melt, sublimation, and liquid water drainage from canopy snow (Rutter et al., 2009). More recently, Kim et al. (2021) showed high model uncertainty in forested regions across North America for an ensemble of land surface models in the NASA Snow Ensemble Uncertainty Project.

Many snow models have canopy-related parameters, some of which (e.g., canopy height and density) can be measured with remote sensing (e.g., Broxton et al., 2015; Krogh et al., 2020; Moeser et al., 2015). Still, direct measurement of forest canopy parameters is challenging due to limited data availability, while other parameters are not directly measurable due to limited physical meaning (Günther et al., 2020). In addition, parameter calibration is problematic because field observations are sparse (Elder et al., 2009), automated validation data (e.g., Snow Telemetry, SNOTEL) are preferentially collected in forest clearings (e.g., Gleason et al., 2017; Wetlaufer, et al., 2016), and the benefits of calibration at forest sites may not produce accurate estimates in another basin, in subsequent years, or in real time (e.g., Rutter et al., 2009). In the context of combining spatially distributed snow depth data with models to estimate SWE across watersheds, it is essential to refine SWE estimates by improving model simulations at forested sites. One path forward is with DA techniques that incorporate the aforementioned snow depth observations to constrain uncertain model estimates of snow depth, density, and SWE (e.g., Magnusson et al., 2017).

DA of intermittent snow depth observations at the point scale has been demonstrated in previous studies (e.g., Magnusson et al., 2017; Smyth et al., 2019, 2020). However, these experiments were conducted at flat, open sites—without the mass and energy effects introduced by forest canopies. Other prior studies have assimilated intermittent snow depths at the basin scale (including forested pixels) but did not specifically investigate DA performance at forested pixels, and did not validate density or SWE (Hedrick et al., 2018; Margulis et al., 2019). Lv and Pomeroy (2020) used observed snow depths to assimilate canopy interception data, which improved model representation of interception—but again, did not evaluate density or SWE after DA. Cluzet et al. (2021) assimilated spatially distributed snow depths and evaluated model SWE, but the snow depths, SWE, and terrain were generated in a synthetic experiment that did not consider forest effects. Therefore, prior research has not established the utility of assimilating snow depth observations for the purpose of improving modeled density and SWE at forested sites, which is essential for modeling at the basin scale (where snow density and SWE validation is not possible). Previous research has also not demonstrated the efficacy of implementing the particle filter (PF) assimilation technique at the basin scale; here we demonstrate the viability of a basin-wide PF application. Addressing this research gap holds implications for basic research and science applications in watershed management.

2. Objectives

A key consideration for designing regional and global SWE missions (e.g., NASA SnowEx, Decadal Survey) is the robustness of a snow measurement-modeling strategy across landscapes. In the context of combining high resolution, intermittent (e.g., weekly to monthly, for example from lidar), distributed snow depth data with model simulations of bulk density to estimate SWE, it is essential to show that data assimilation can improve the simulated snowpack variations associated with forest canopy, as 30%–50% of the snow in the western U.S. accumulates in forests (Kim et al., 2021; Oswalt & Smith, 2014).

We have three objectives critical to mission design that have not been considered previously. First, we quantify the ability of DA to improve model estimates at forested locations (compared to open sites, typical of previous studies) relative to a set of control model runs without any assimilation (the “open loop,” OL). We validate with snow density and SWE data collected approximately monthly (i.e., similar to lidar retrieval intervals) at paired
forest-open sites over multiple years. Second, we characterize the sensitivity of model outputs, with and without DA, to canopy-related parameters that are difficult to measure across a basin (e.g., snow interception capacity). The parameterization of forest-snow interactions is not trivial: canopy parameter values can be challenging to measure, may have no physical meaning, and are difficult to calibrate (see Introduction). With the goal of improving modeled SWE, if DA reduces the apparent sensitivity of model outputs to canopy parameters (by guiding model outputs with observations), the importance of correctly measuring and/or calibrating these parameters is reduced. Third, we implement DA at the basin scale, assimilating distributed snow depth retrievals from airborne lidar, in a mountain basin with ~30% forested pixels. We investigate differences in model errors at forested and open sites in the basin, and attribute possible sources of those errors.

3. Data, Methods, and Experiments

3.1. Spatial Characteristics, Assimilation Data, and Validation Data at Paired Forest-Open Sites

In our first set of experiments (Section 3.6) we assimilate snow depth observations to investigate improvements of SWE estimates at forested locations. While assimilation of remotely sensed, spatially extensive snow depth data (across both open and forested sites) is the end goal (Section 3.6.3), these data are not accompanied by sufficient observations of snow density and SWE to permit effective—a limitation recognized by prior studies (e.g., Margulis et al., 2019). Therefore, for these experiments we need to use field observations of snow depth as a proxy for remotely sensed observations, and the snow depth observations must be collocated with density and SWE data. We selected two field locations each with extensive snow depth, density, and SWE measurements, collected at both forested and open sites, approximately monthly, over multiple water years. The locations are both in mountainous regions, but provide contrasting snowpack regimes (Trujillo & Molotch, 2014), snow density characteristics (Mizukami & Perica, 2008), and forest types.

Snow depth observations collected in situ (details below) are not a perfect proxy for remotely sensed snow depth. The observations cover a smaller spatial support than gridded remotely sensed datasets. Our snow depth measurements have lower measurement error than remote sensing observations. However, in the DA setup we assume that our snow depth observations have uncertainties typical of remote sensing (Section 3.5). Also, the field measurements are approximately monthly—similar to intermittent remotely sensed snow depth data, which could represent any type of snow depth data (e.g., lidar, stereo imaging, and structure from motion) that is not continuous through time.

3.1.1. Colorado Snodgrass Field Site

Snodgrass Mountain (East River Basin, ERB, Colorado) is located in the continental climate zone (Serreze et al., 1999). The site is characterized by low average winter (November–March) precipitation (621 mm) and cold temperatures (−3.7 C, Table S1 in Supporting Information S1). Forested areas are dominated by subalpine conifers, mostly Engelmann spruce and subalpine fir, with some mixed stands of aspen (Crawford et al., 1998). Typical tree height in the study area is 9 m and vegetation area index (VAI) is approximately 4.0 m² m⁻². The study area was established in December 2018 to provide time series of detailed SWE and snow density data from snow pits, manual snow depth measurements, and meteorological data at forested and open locations. The East River is one of the time-series intensive study areas in the 2019–2020 NASA SnowEx campaign (snow.nasa.gov).

Here we use repeated measurements of snow depth, density, and SWE field measurements taken along a 1 km circumference oval-shaped transect at 3,100 m elevation (Figure 1). In water year 2019, snow pit observations were collected at seven open and seven forested sites along the transect. The measurements were made approximately monthly between February and June (five total dates, 90 total snow pits). In water year 2020, data collection focused on three open and three forested sites from the previous year—but with three snow pits logged at each site (Figure 1). Observations were made on four dates between February and May. In cases where multiple snow pits were logged at a given site (i.e., in 2020), the bulk density and SWE values from the individual pits at each site were averaged. Concurrently, 24 snow depth measurements were collected with a manual probe in a 250 m² area centered on each snow pit. These were averaged to produce a time series of (intermittent) snow depth for each site. A comparison between these depth measurements and available airborne lidar snow depth observations (from the Airborne Snow Observatory, Painter et al., 2016) at Snodgrass demonstrates that the manual probe measurements are a good proxy for remotely sensed snow depth observations—with a 0.99 correlation in the open and 0.98 correlation in the forest (Figure S1 in Supporting Information S1).
The time series of intermittent snow depth data at each site was used for assimilation into the snow model (described below). The snow depth, density, and SWE data at each site (seven open, seven forested in 2019 and three open, three forested in 2020) were all used for validation. We restrict our modeling to these two water years (WY, 2019–2020). Relative to recent years, 2020 was slightly dryer than average, and 2019 was wetter, with peak SWE ∼40% above the 10-year average at the nearby Butte SNOTEL site.

### 3.1.2. Oregon ForEST Field Site

The second site is within The Oregon Forest Elevation Snow Transect (ForEST) network (McKenzie River Basin, MRB), in the maritime climate zone, with wetter, warmer winters than Snodgrass (Table S1 in Supporting Information S1). The forest is composed of tall, thick, coniferous trees—dominantly Douglas Fir (Roth & Nolin, 2017), with an average canopy height of 13 m. We performed our analysis at the upper-elevation paired open-forest site in the study area (1,465 m elevation) to minimize complications with the rain-snow transition zone. SWE measurements (federal sampler) are available every 100 m, and snow depth measurements (manual depth probe) every 5 m, along a 900 m transect between open and forested endpoints (Figure 1). Data collection along the transect was conducted monthly during the accumulation period, and then bi-weekly during ablation, between water years 2012–2015 (Roth & Nolin, 2017). Therefore, we restrict our modeling to these 4 years. Based on data at the nearby Hogg Pass SNOTEL site, water year 2012 was wet (peak SWE ∼60% above the 10-year average), 2015 was abnormally dry (peak SWE ∼85% below average), and the other two years were near-normal.

We restricted the available snow depth measurements to those (100 m spaced) locations that also had SWE observations, to calculate bulk snow density values for validation. We averaged the snow depth, density, and SWE values for those locations along the transect classified by Roth and Nolin (2017) as “forest” (>60% canopy...
cover) and “open” (<20% canopy cover) to produce a single time series of (intermittent) snow depth, density, and SWE for each. The generation of these two (forest and open) time series is comparable in methodology to any of the time series from the Snodgrass site, where we averaged several snow depth and SWE measurements at each individual pit location (see Section 3.1.1). The snow depth data were used for assimilation, and all data were used for validation.

3.2. Spatial and Assimilation Data for Basin Scale Modeling

For our basin scale experiment, we implemented the model across the ERB only (see Section 3.1.1 and Figure 1) at a 50 m resolution, in water year 2019. Two airborne lidar snow depth maps were retrieved by the Airborne Snow Observatory (ASO, Painter et al., 2016) on 4/7/19 and 6/10/19. We used these snow depths (the 50 m product) for assimilation and analysis. We also used canopy height and elevation data provided by ASO—and the latter to calculate slope and aspect across the basin.

3.3. Model Forcing Data

Hourly forcing data for the snow model (Section 3.4) were sourced from 1/8-degree data from the North American Land Data Assimilation System Phase 2 (NLDAS-2) grid cells within, and directly bordering, the ERB and MRB, respectively (Xia et al., 2012). The data were then downscaled to 50 m using the MeteoIO preprocessing library (Bavay & Egger, 2014). The preprocessor treats each NLDAS cell/data stream as a point source, and then interpolates fields (e.g., precipitation) across the basin, using lapse rates over a supplied digital elevation model (DEM), with further adjustments (e.g., shortwave radiation) for terrain shading, slope, aspect etc. For modeling at the Snodgrass and ForEST sites, the model was forced with the downscaled forcing data associated with the 50 m pixel containing each individual pit location. Although the Snodgrass and ForEST campaigns have local meteorological stations, these were not used for analysis for several reasons. First, using downscaled NLDAS yields consistent input data between the two sites. Second, the local meteorological data were very similar to the downscaled NLDAS forcing, but the local data has gaps that require filling for continuous simulations. Finally, this methodology more closely replicates a current approach to estimate SWE at watershed and larger scales: combining snow depth with modeled density using non-local meteorological forcing (e.g., Margulis et al., 2019).

Digital elevation models were required for downscaling and modeling—these were sourced from ASO (50 m resolution) in the ERB and the 1/3 arc-second 3D Elevation Program (USGS) in the MRB.

3.4. Snow Model

For this study we used the Flexible Snow Model (FSM2; Essery, 2015), a multi-physics energy balance model of snow accumulation and melt. Model physics and configuration options are documented at https://github.com/RichardEssery/FSM2 (version released 2/5/19). We selected FSM2 for this analysis for its speed and explicit representation of forest canopy processes. It has also been used in recent modeling studies of snow-forest interactions (e.g., Mazzotti et al., 2020, 2021; Moeser et al., 2016). We ran FSM2 at the point scale for all experiments at both sites, and in the ERB at the basin scale (i.e., all pixels are simulated independently). All inputs and outputs were hourly.

We compiled FSM2 with the default physics options, except for the parameterization of snow density, which we set to evolve as a function of overburden compaction (option 2). We set the number of snow layers to 15 (from default of 3) because offline tests show that additional snow layers produce more realistic snow temperatures. Our version of FSM2 has a one-layer canopy module, where the basic canopy structure is defined by its height, VAI, and fractional vegetation (percent of pixel with forest cover). Snow is intercepted as a function of fractional vegetation and the canopy carrying capacity (per unit VAI). Sublimation from the canopy occurs until snow is unloaded, with different time scales for cold (sloughing) and melting (dripping) snow. The sloughed snow is assumed to be the same density as the underlying snowpack. Incident radiation is transmitted through the canopy—where the amount transmitted decreases with increasing VAI and is modified by leaf angle distribution parameters. The canopy also reflects a portion of incoming shortwave radiation, with reflection increasing as more snow is intercepted by the canopy. Diffuse radiation is transmitted based on a fractional sky view parameter.
(an upward-looking, hemispherical portion of the sky without canopy). As the fractional sky view increases (i.e., less canopy cover), less longwave radiation is radiated from the canopy to the underlying snowpack.

In the ERB (including at Snodgrass), fractional vegetation for forested sites was derived from a 3 m resolution canopy height data set provided by ASO. We categorized canopy heights above 2 m to classify forested and open pixels at the 3 m scale, then calculated the forested area fraction within each 50 m grid cell (corresponding to the forcing data grid, Section 3.3). At the ForEST site, we allowed FSM2 to estimate fractional vegetation from our literature-derived VAI value. All other parameters (i.e., except those discussed in Sections 3.1 and 3.2) were set to FSM2 default values (Table S3 in Supporting Information S1).

3.5. Data Assimilation Methodology

The DA technique used is the particle filter (PF, Smyth et al., 2019; van Leeuwen, 2009). The PF estimates the true probability density of a state variable (e.g., snow depth) over time by producing an ensemble of model simulations or “particles” (Figures 2a–2c), which are generated with perturbed meteorological forcings and parameter values, to reflect their respective measurement uncertainties (see below). This causes particle estimates to diverge through time, until confronted with an observation (e.g., a snow depth observation, Figure 2a). The PF then assigns a weight to each particle by comparing its state to the observation (i.e., particles with estimates close to the observation get higher weights) while also accounting for observational uncertainty (Figure 2d). To avoid filter degeneracy (van Leeuwen, 2009), the particles are resampled after each assimilation timestep: those with very low weights are eliminated, while particles with high weights are duplicated and advanced to the next time-step with an observation. This is why the range between particles contracts at assimilation points in Figures 2a–2c.

In calculating weights for particles at each assimilation step, the PF considers the uncertainty of the snow depth observation. Although our assimilated snow depths are collected with manual probes, for the purpose of this analysis we assumed an observation uncertainty relevant to snow depth remote sensing platforms, because we treat our snow depth measurements as a proxy for remotely sensed data. Here we assumed observation uncertainty of 10 cm in the open and 20 cm in the forest, in line with the uncertainty of airborne lidar (Deems et al., 2013; Grünewald et al., 2010; Harpold et al., 2014; Painter et al., 2016), as other techniques (e.g., synthetic aperture radar, photogrammetry) do not have demonstrated capacity for snow depth mapping under forest canopies. This assumed snow depth uncertainty is higher than the true measurement uncertainty associated with manual probes. With a higher observation uncertainty, fewer particles are eliminated at each assimilation step, and DA adjustments to model states are less severe.

We calculated the PF “best estimate” of snowpack depth, density, and SWE as the weighted average of all particle simulations over time—with weights generated by the PF at every assimilation timestep and carried backwards in time through the preceding interval (as in Smyth et al., 2020). We also generated an OL control run for comparison at all sites and years—the equivalent of the simulation one would use in the absence of DA (Figures 2a–2c).

We propagated 75 particles between assimilation timesteps, because previous research has established diminishing returns (for reducing model snow depth and SWE errors) when implementing the PF with more than 50–75 particles (Magnusson et al., 2017). We used the stochastic universal (re)sampling algorithm, which Kitagawa (1996) showed to have the lowest resampling noise among several methods (van Leeuwen, 2009). Weighting and resampling do not alter model states—similar to the Particle Batch Smoother (e.g., Margulis et al., 2015), but unlike direct insertion (e.g., Hedrick et al., 2018) and Kalman update approaches. For a more comprehensive description of the particle filter, including its Bayesian motivation and formula derivations, see Arulampalam et al. (2007); Dong et al. (2015); Smyth et al. (2019); and van Leeuwen (2009).

Following procedures from Smyth et al. (2020), we generated ensembles of particles by perturbing the model forcing inputs and by varying a sensitive snow compaction parameter—to represent sources of model uncertainty. Meteorological measurements are subject to stochastic and systematic errors. To capture stochastic errors, we perturb each particle’s hourly precipitation, radiation, and temperature inputs with additive stochastic noise, pulled from normal distributions with bounds given in Table S2 in Supporting Information S1. To capture systematic errors (e.g., low bias in NLDAS precipitation in mountainous regions), we also apply a systematic bias to each forcing—a single bias perturbation applied to an entire “window” between subsequent assimilation timesteps,
This two-step approach to generate a forcing ensemble follows the methodology of previous work (Magnusson et al., 2017; Smyth et al., 2019, 2020).

For example, precipitation is adjusted with an additive, hourly, random error pulled from a normal distribution bound between ±25% of the observed hourly data. A multiplicative window-wide bias termed the “Snowfall Correction Factor” (SCF) is pulled from a uniform distribution between (~100%) and +100%. All additive perturbations are positive, that is, the perturbed value is the observed value + perturbation. To bound each set of normally distributed perturbations in a desired range (e.g., ±80 W/m\(^2\) for hourly shortwave radiation), we pull 75

Figure 2. Example implementation of PF improvements to (a) snow depth, (b) density, and (c) snow water equivalent (SWE). The “Open Loop” is the control model run without any assimilation. The particle filter “wAvg” is the weighted average of particle values, with weights generated by the PF. Precipitation values are daily sums. Panel (d) shows the distribution of relative particle weights at the end of the example window, based on the distance between each particle’s snow depth estimate and the observation on May 1.
(i.e., one for each particle) values from a standard gaussian distribution (mean of zero, standard deviation of one) and then rescale and translate the set of numbers to have desired maximum and minimum values.

We vary the snow viscosity parameter (called “etab” in FSM2 code) around the commonly used default value of 21 cm$^3$ g$^{-1}$ (Kojima, 1967) in a uniform range ($\pm$6 cm$^3$ g$^{-1}$) to represent uncertainty in model parameter values. This single parameter was selected based on a parameter sensitivity analysis, which showed variations in etab accounted for almost all of variations in SWE at an open site when all parameters were varied and no forcing data uncertainty was considered (Smyth et al., 2020).

3.6. Experiments

3.6.1. Error Reductions With DA at Forested and Open Sites

First, we compared the performance of the PF relative to the OL at the Snodgrass and ForEST sites, to evaluate whether the PF reduces model errors at forested sites across two different climates (Objective 1). Specifically, we generated an OL run using default model parameters and downscaled meteorological forcing (Section 3.3). Then, we assimilated intermittent snow depth observations available at each site. To compare the PF and OL, we calculated root mean squared error (RMSE) between model estimates and observations of snow depth, density, and SWE. Thus, validation was based on monthly (or biweekly in OR) data, not continuous observations of SWE and snow depth as in Smyth et al. (2020) or other efforts. Because the same snow depth data were used for assimilation and validation, the validation of snow depth was not independent. In the absence of continuous observations at our sites, we did not evaluate model errors between observation times. However, previous work has demonstrated the PF’s ability to reduce snow depth, density, and SWE errors between assimilation timesteps, with DA of intermittent observations (e.g., Smyth et al., 2019, 2020). We also include a leave-one-out validation experiment, systematically omitting snow depth observations for assimilation and evaluating the open loop and PF estimates on those dates (Figure S3 in Supporting Information S1).

3.6.2. Model Sensitivity With and Without Assimilation

To find the most sensitive canopy-related model parameters, we performed a Sobol’ sensitivity analysis, which can be used to attribute variation in the output of a non-linear model (like FSM2) to variations in model parameters (Günther et al., 2019; Raleigh et al., 2015). Specifically, we selected a single typical snow pit in the forest at Snodgrass for one year, and completed a Sobol’ global sensitivity analysis on the model’s SWE output, varying all canopy-related parameters ±50% from their default values, without any assimilation. We then calculated and compared the total-order sensitivity indices of these parameters: the percent variance in SWE due to variations in each given parameter, including both unique (i.e., first-order) effects and all interactions with other parameters. We identified the most sensitive parameters, and also grouped a collection of (individually, less sensitive) parameters to vary and evaluate together for the remainder of the analysis.

Specifically, the canopy-related parameters we considered were snow-free and snow-covered vegetation albedo (“avg0” and “avgs,” respectively), normal and dense canopy turbulent transfer coefficient (“cveg” and “cden,” respectively), canopy snow capacity per unit VAI (“cvai”), roughness length to canopy height ratio (“rchz”), canopy unloading time scale for cold and melting snow (“tcnc” and “tcnm,” respectively), canopy heat capacity (“canh”), fractional sky view (“fsky”), fractional vegetation (“fveg”), canopy transmissivity (“trcn”), and vegetation area index (“VAI”). Default parameter values and units are detailed in Table S3 in Supporting Information S1.

Next, we performed an experiment to evaluate whether assimilation of intermittent snow depth reduced the apparent sensitivity (explained below) of model outputs to these parameters (Objective 2). The purpose of this test is to demonstrate how the PF can compensate for incorrect or uncertain parameterizations. For each parameter/collection identified in the previous step, we:

1. Ran the model without any assimilation (OL) 20 times at all forested sites and years, varying the parameter/collection in a uniform range ±50% from default values
2. Repeated step 1, but for each of the 20 vegetation parameter sets, snow depth observations at the given site/year were assimilated with the PF. For each of these PF runs, a full set of 75 particles was used to generate a PF best estimate
3. Compared the resulting range (maximum-minimum) between the 20 OL runs and the 20 PF “best estimates” (the weighted average of each particle ensemble) throughout the water year to evaluate the sensitivity of model outputs to these parameters, with and without assimilation.

With the OL experiment, we are characterizing the sensitivity of model state estimates (e.g., snow depth) to individual parameters, all else equal. With the PF experiment, we are investigating the apparent sensitivity of the model/assimilation framework to these same parameters. Assimilation does not influence the model itself and does not change the sensitivity of model processes to the given parameters. But, assimilation does influence the range in model state estimates resulting from uncertain parameter values.

Note that in step 2, we ran the PF 20 separate times, each instance with a different value for the canopy-related parameter in question. This is not to be confused with the snow viscosity and meteorological input perturbations that are applied when generating the ensemble of particles for each instance of the PF (Section 3.5). The canopy-related parameters were not perturbed as part of that PF ensemble generation process for two reasons. First, perturbing these canopy-related parameters would obfuscate the influence of each individual parameter we systematically varied in this experiment. Second, offline tests show that excluding these parameter perturbations does not impact the ability of the PF to operate successfully—model errors are similar with and without these perturbations. In the PF setup we aim to capture sources of model uncertainty, and the model is very sensitive to snow viscosity and meteorological forcings (see Smyth et al., 2020 and Figure S2 in Supporting Information S1).

The experiment is designed to compare the impact of uncertain parameters on model simulations, with and without DA. We discuss our arbitrary choice of perturbation range (±50%) in the discussion, and also show that the results do not change with a different assumed range (±25%, Figure S8 in Supporting Information S1).

3.6.3. Implementing the PF at the Basin Scale

Finally, we implemented the PF at the basin scale, assimilating distributed, and remotely sensed snow depth observations. For each pixel in the basin, we ran an OL simulation, and then assimilated both available snow depth measurements with the PF. At 50 m resolution, there were over 300,000 pixels to simulate, and each pixel was modeled separately. Snow density and SWE measurements were not available across the basin for validation, so we evaluate the performance of OL and PF snow depth only. This analysis compares open and forested pixels.

The PF guides model estimates by calculating weights for each particle in the ensemble, and then resampling model states based on those weights. It is also possible to track the parameter values associated with the highest-weighted particles over time. This process is often used for parameter estimation (e.g., Clark & Vrugt, 2006) which we do not perform here. However, in this experiment we do track the snowfall correction factor (SCF, Section 3.5) associated with the best (highest weighted) particles, for each pixel in the basin. Specifically, similar to how we calculate a weighted average of state variables (e.g., snow depth) over time (Section 3.5 and Figure 2), we also calculate a weighted average of the SCF applied to particles, as the PF guides model estimates toward observations. The resulting, best SCF values for each pixel give us an (imperfect) idea of adjustments to precipitation needed to match snow depth observations.

4. Results

4.1. Error Reductions With the PF

First, we compared OL and PF performance relative to in-situ measurements at the Snodgrass and ForEST sites (Objective 1). Sample time series are shown in Figure 3 for the ForEST open and forested sites in WY 2014. We assimilated intermittent snow depth observations (diamonds in Figures 3a and 3d) and then evaluated the accuracy of the model (with and without assimilation) relative to these same snow depth observations—and relative to density and SWE observations (diamonds in Figures 3b–3f). Figure 3 illustrates the PF framework in an average year, and where the canopy affects the seasonal snowpack evolution relative to an adjacent open site. For example, note that the open site melted out by the beginning of May, while the forested site still had >500 mm of SWE at that date.

As expected, DA removed nearly all snow depth errors at the example open site (Figure 3a), reducing average RMSE by 73% (from 0.26 to 0.07 m). In guiding the model toward a more realistic simulation of the snowpack, the PF also reduced snow density RMSE by 16% (168–142 kg/m³, Figure 3b) and SWE RMSE by 57% (125–
54 mm, Figure 3c). At the example forested site, assimilation led to similar reductions in error (Figures 3d–3f). Snow depth RMSE was lowered by 68% (from 0.5 to 0.16 m), snow density RMSE by 15% (123–104 kg/m$^3$) and SWE RMSE by 70% (118–35 mm).

Across all years, we found consistent improvements to modeled snow depth, density, and SWE estimates at the ForEST site—at both open and forested locations (Figure 4). Over 4 years at the ForEST transect, the PF reduced snow depth RMSE by 83% and 74% at open and forested areas, respectively (Figure 4a). Snow density error (Figure 4b) was reduced by 4% (open) and 8% (forest). These lesser improvements to modeled density (compared to snow depth improvements) point toward possible deficiencies in the snow model, which DA is unable to overcome—or that DA of snow depth alone is not sufficient to correct density by itself at this site (see discussion in Section 5). Finally, the PF lowered SWE RMSE by 46% in the open and by 55% in the forest (Figure 4c). The larger error reduction at forested sites was mostly due to the relatively poor performance of the OL at those locations—assimilation brought SWE errors in-line with simulations at adjacent open locations.

Results are similar at Snodgrass across our two model years (WY 2019–2020): DA reduced snow depth RMSE by 74% and 93% at open and forested sites, respectively (Figure 4d). Improvements to modeled density were greater than at the Oregon ForEST sites: density RMSE was lowered by 31% in the open and 37% in the forest (Figure 4e). Finally, the PF lowered SWE errors by 52% (open) and 70% (forest)—and although the magnitude of errors in the OL simulations differ between open and forest locations, after assimilation the errors were similar (Figure 4f).

In the leave-one-out validation experiment (evaluating model estimates at dates when snow depth observations were not assimilated), DA reduced snow depth, density, and SWE errors across the forested and open locations at Snodgrass and the ForEST site (Figure S3 in Supporting Information S1). We found smaller improvements to snow depth RMSE, compared to the case where all observations were assimilated (Figure 4)—for example, 18% and 58% snow depth RMSE reduction in the open and forest (respectively) at Snodgrass in the leave-one-out validation, compared to 74% and 93% improvement when all snow depth observations were assimilated. Still, the PF lowered density RMSE by 30%–60% and SWE errors by 15%–60% (Figure S3 in Supporting Information S1).

The full-season average metrics shown in Figure 4 do not reveal how the PF yields a more realistic simulation of forest canopy effects on accumulation and melt. Thus, we focus on example years (Figure 5). During the accumulation season at Snodgrass, the forest canopy intercepts snowfall, which is partially sublimated before
unloading. As the amount of total precipitation is similar between the adjacent forest and open plots, this causes peak snow depth and SWE to be lower at the forest sites than in the open. However, during the melt season, the tree canopy shades shortwave radiation, causing the snow to persist later compared to adjacent open sites (Figure S4 in Supporting Information S1). This interchange in the observed magnitude of snow depth and SWE between the open and forest was not predicted by the OL—the model showed consistently lower snow depth and SWE in the forest (Figures 5a and 5b). Clearly, there is a deficiency in the OL model, parameters selected, or input data. After DA, the interchange is simulated (Figures 5c and 5d), so the inclusion of observations via DA compensates for this model deficiency (at least partially). In some years at the ForEST site, the impact of interception was weaker, and there was no observed interchange in the relative magnitude of snow depth/SWE between open and forested locations—Figures 5e–5h shows a case (WY 2013) where observed snow depth and SWE was higher in the forest compared to the open throughout the entire year. Again, the OL model did not capture this trend (Figures 5e and 5f) and incorrectly suggested an interchange from higher snow depth in the open in winter and in the forest in spring. This is another case where the model, parameters, or inputs are deficient—but where PF correctly predicted the observed pattern (Figures 5g and 5h).

4.2. Model Sensitivity to Canopy-Related Parameters

We next evaluate the sensitivity of outputs to the model’s canopy-related parameters by performing a Sobol’ global sensitivity analysis (Figure 6). This was completed in the absence of DA. Results show that the model’s SWE outputs were most sensitive to variations in the fractional sky view (“fsky”) and fractional vegetation (“fveg”) parameters. Fsky accounted for over 50% of modeled SWE variance (including interactions with other parameters) and close to 90% more typically. Beyond these two, we identified a second tier of moderately sensitive parameters (~1%–5% of SWE variance explained): vegetation area index (“VAI”), the ratio of snow roughness length to canopy height (“rchz”), the snow-free vegetation albedo (“avg0”), and the vegetation turbulent transfer
coefficient (“cveg”). A sensitivity analysis on the model’s snow depth output yields similar results (Figure S5 in Supporting Information S1).

Model SWE is moderately sensitive to the canopy snow capacity per unit VAI (“cvai”) parameter (Figure 6). However, its impact to modeled SWE is limited by the unloading time scales for cold (“tcnc”) and melting (“tcnm”) snow. Hereafter, we group these three parameters—all of which affect the interception and unloading of snow—to better evaluate the sensitivity of model outputs to canopy interception, which is an important canopy process. We call this collection of interception parameters “intcpt.”
To evaluate whether DA of intermittent snow depths affects the apparent sensitivity of model outputs to these parameters, we varied the parameters one at a time (with the exception of the “intcpt” collection in which the three associated parameters were all varied together in the same direction—for example, a given perturbation would increase or decrease cvai, tcnc, and tcnm at the same time) and evaluated the resulting range between snow depth and SWE estimates throughout the water year—with and without implementing the PF (Objective 2).

Figure 7 shows an example comparison at the Oregon (ForEST) forested site in 2012, when the snow roughness length to canopy height ratio (rchz) parameter (and only this parameter) was varied ±50% from its default value of 0.1 (unitless). We highlight the model's response to this parameter because it is difficult to measure in the field—results are similar for the fractional sky view (fsky) and fractional vegetation (fveg) parameters (Figures S6 and S7 in Supporting Information S1). The average range between OL snow depth estimates was 0.47 m through the WY, and the average range in SWE estimates was 162 mm (Figures 7a and 7b). For both snow depth and SWE, the model range increased through time. However, after assimilation the range between PF estimates averaged 0.09 m (79% reduction) for snow depth and 52 mm (68% reduction) for SWE (Figures 7c and 7d).

Not only did the PF reduce the apparent sensitivity to the rchz parameter, but it also improved performance compared to the OL (validated against observations, diamonds in Figure 7). Across the 20 PF simulations (each with different values for the rchz parameter), the average snow depth error was just 0.08 m and the average SWE error was 99 mm. This is an 84% reduction in snow depth error, which is an expected result because we are assimilating snow depth observations. The PF also reduces SWE error by 63% relative to the OL. This example demonstrates that the importance of choosing the best rchz parameter via calibration is lessened with the assimilation of snow depth observations.

These results were consistent across other canopy-related parameters in the model: the range between snow depth and SWE estimates was reduced after DA (Figure 8). As identified above, the range between OL runs was highest when varying fractional sky view parameter values. The PF reduced variations in both snow depth (from a 67% variation to a 10% spread between model estimates, Figure 8a) and SWE (from a 62% spread to 23%, Figure 8b) estimates stemming from this parameter. There are a few exceptions: for example, modeled SWE was more
Figure 7. Range of model outputs (maximum-minimum) of snow depth (top row) and snow water equivalent (bottom row) for an example WY (2012) at the Oregon ForEST forested site, generated by varying the “snow roughness length to canopy height” model parameter (“rchz”) ±50% from its default value of 0.1 (unitless). The range between OL model runs (a and b) is much greater than the model range after assimilation of available snow depth observations (c and d).

Figure 8. Bar chart comparing the sensitivity of the snow model (FSM2) snow depth (a) and snow water equivalent (SWE) (b) outputs to variations in canopy-related parameters, before (open loop) and after (particle filter) assimilation of snow depth observations. In each case, the given parameter is varied ±50% from its default value, and the output range is calculated at the Oregon ForEST forested site in a typical year. The middle (zero) line is the snow depth/SWE value when all parameters are set to default values.
sensitive to negative changes in the fveg parameter (i.e., reducing the parameter value from a given default) after DA, compared to the OL. However, even in this case, the total range between SWE estimates (i.e., with both positive and negative perturbations to the parameter) was 15% points lower than the OL. The PF constrained snow depth apparent sensitivity more than SWE because the PF assimilates snow depth—so by design directly forces simulations toward the same values (at least intermittently).

4.3. Model Errors at Forested Versus Open Sites at the Basin Scale

Finally, to assess the performance and viability of the PF at the basin scale, we implemented the OL and the PF at all pixels in the ERB, in water year 2019 (Figure 9). The OL model tends to underestimate snow depth (Figure 9e), and model errors are not consistent across elevations in the basin: the OL greatly underestimates snow depth at the highest elevations (the dark red areas to the North and Northeast of the basin, Figure 9c) and has lower errors at lower elevations (the light blue and light red areas in the South and West). In addition, the OL performs worse at forested pixels—for example, average OL error at 3,400–3,600 m elevation is 0.31 m in the forest and 0.24 m in the open. Overall, on 4/7/19 (the first observation/assimilation date) the OL average snow depth error is −0.25 m in the forest and −0.10 m in the open.

Not surprisingly, after assimilating distributed snow depth observations, the PF reduces snow depth errors across elevations and in both forested and open pixels (Figures 9d and 9f). The PF still slightly underestimates snow depth, with average errors of −0.02 m in the forest and the open. DA lowers errors by increasing precipitation at the highest elevations in the basin and in forested pixels (Figure 10). This is accomplished (in part) with the SCF: in matching snow depth observations in the forest, the best particles generally have SCF values above one (average of 1.2, Figure 10). This indicates that the PF is compensating for precipitation and/or model errors by assigning higher weights to particles with more precipitation. The average SCF is 1.0 at open sites—with SCF values below one at lower elevations. Across open and forest sites, SCF values are highest at the highest elevations in the basin (e.g., 1.2–1.3 at 3,400 to 3,600 m), which is consistent with the elevations where the OL most underestimated snow depth (Figure 9e). Likewise, SCF is higher at forested compared to open pixels (e.g., 1.30 vs. 1.15 at 3,200 to 3,400 m elevation). The difference between SCF values at forested versus open pixels is consistent across elevations (−0.15 difference). The difference in SCF values indicates that model errors are not the same in forested versus open locations, and thus are likely due to the simulation of canopy processes.

5. Discussion and Conclusions

We considered three objectives critical to the design of regional and global SWE missions. First, we quantified the ability of DA to improve model estimates at forested locations, and compared to improvements at open locations. Second, we characterized the apparent sensitivity of model outputs, with and without DA, to canopy-related parameters that are difficult to measure across a basin. Third, we implemented the PF at the basin scale and investigated differences in model errors at forested and open locations across the basin.

The PF improves simulations of snow depth, density, and SWE at both forested and open sites in two disparate climates (Objective 1). Of these three variables, the improvements to modeled snow depth are the greatest (Figure 4). This is partly an artifact of the DA framework—in assimilating snow depth, we expect to improve
estimates of snow depth directly (e.g., Magnusson et al., 2017). The improvements to SWE are more modest than improvements to snow depth, because the model relates snow depth and SWE through snow density, which has the smallest reduction in error with DA. Improvements to snow depth only indirectly affect density, through processes such as overburden compaction (Smyth et al., 2019). In addition to forcing data and parameter values, density errors can stem from deficient model process—Terzaghi et al. (2020) tested several models of varying complexity and found that all demonstrated weakness in the representation of snow density. Still, DA improvements to density simulations were not always—the PF reduced density RMSE by 8%–37% at our forested sites, with the larger error reduction at the Colorado study site (Figures 3 and 4). Assimilating density observations would improve modeled density, but such observations are not available at the basin scale.

Forest canopy affects the rates of snow accumulation and melt (e.g., Varhola et al., 2010), relative to open sites with similar meteorological conditions (Figure 5). However, every forested site is different. For some (e.g., at Snodgrass, Figures 5a–5d), the interception and subsequent sublimation of snowfall leads to lower observed snow depth and SWE at forested (compared to open) sites during the accumulation season. Then, canopy shading of shortwave radiation causes snow to melt more slowly and persist longer in the forest through the melt season, leading to an interchange in the magnitudes of snow depth/SWE between forested and open sites. Other locations exhibit different dynamics: the ForEST area experienced a fire in 2003 (B&B Complex fires), creating some areas with a mix of standing dead trees and live—potentially lowering the impact of canopy interception on snow accumulation at the stand scale. In addition, possible mid-winter melt and wind scouring at the open site leads to roughly equal snow depth and between open and forest areas through the accumulation season (Figures 5e–5h). Snow depth observations help elucidate these patterns, and DA improves simulations of accumulation and melt across forest types and throughout the water year, including between observations.

At the open sites, we do not include any forest-edge effects (e.g., radiation shading, canopy longwave emissions from nearby trees) in the model implementation. All open sites are over 25 m from the forest edge (approximately 3x the average tree height at Snodgrass), so we assume these impacts are minimal.
In assessing model sensitivity (Objective 2) we found that two canopy-related parameters, \( f_{\text{sky}} \) and \( f_{\text{veg}} \), are most important. While the specific parameter names and formulations (e.g., fractional sky view) are in some cases unique to FSM2, they capture physical processes built into other snow models that simulate forest canopy (e.g., infiltration of diffuse radiation). Some of these parameters can be estimated via remote—including some of the most sensitive model parameters. For example, fractional vegetation can be estimated with lidar (as in this paper) or other techniques (e.g., multispectral Normalized Differential Vegetation Index [NDVI] derived values, see Gao et al., 2020), and fractional sky view can be estimated from lidar (Kidd & Chapman, 2012). However, the estimates resulting from these methods are uncertain (e.g., NDVI-derived fractional vegetation RMSE of ∼0.18, see Johnson et al., 2012), which in turn can generate considerable variations in OL simulations of snow depth and SWE (Figures 7 and 8). Other canopy parameters (e.g., unloading time scales) are challenging to measure at a single site (e.g., Lv & Pomeroy, 2020), and cannot be measured at the basin scale. Others are not measurable even at a single site (e.g., rchz). Given these challenges, reducing the effective sensitivity to canopy parameters is essential. Our results demonstrate that the PF does reduce the apparent sensitivity of model outputs to these parameters, and that PF estimates are robust to uncertainties in canopy—a key consideration for designing SWE missions at regional and global scales.

We choose to vary parameters ±50% from default values, and while the resulting range between model estimates is a reasonable proxy for the uncertainty stemming from the given parameter, the magnitude (50%) of the perturbation itself does not necessarily reflect the true remote sensing uncertainty range for each parameter. However, fractional vegetation measurement errors (RMSE up to 0.2) are larger in sparse vegetation areas (i.e., low fractional vegetation), which corresponds to a large percentage error (Song et al., 2017). Remote sensing errors for leaf area index (LAI) have errors of 25%–46% depending on methodology (Jensen & Binford, 2004). Further, the experiment is designed to compare the apparent sensitivity of model outputs to uncertain parameters, with and without assimilation—and demonstrate how the PF can compensate for such parameterization errors, even when the errors are quite large. The results are consistent when considering other assumed parameter uncertainty ranges: for example, with a ±25% uncertainty range, the spread between OL runs is still highest when varying the fractional sky view parameter, and the PF significantly reduces variations in snow depth (from a 28% variation to a 1% spread between model estimates) and SWE (from 27% to 5%) estimates stemming from this parameter (Figure S8 in Supporting Information S1).

We assimilated all available snow depth observations at the ForEST and Snodgrass sites—generally 5–7 for each site/year. We also assume a 10 cm observation error in the open and 20 cm in the forest, in line with the uncertainty of airborne lidar (Deems et al., 2013; Grünewald et al., 2010; Harpold et al., 2014; Painter et al., 2016). Previous results from Smyth et al. (2020) demonstrate that model SWE error is not sensitive to the number of assimilated observations, whereas SWE uncertainty is sensitive to both the number/timing of observations and measurement uncertainty. Therefore, the degree to which DA reduces model sensitivity to canopy-related parameters may vary with the platform used to retrieve snow depth measurements for assimilation. Additionally, the minimum number of snow depth samples needed to constrain the model to simulate the seasonal interchange in SWE and snow depth (Figure 5, higher SWE in the open in winter and in the forest in spring) was not evaluated here but could be established in future experiments.

Assimilation results in a reduced range between model simulations because the PF compensates for parameterization errors by adjusting meteorological inputs. For example, in an otherwise perfect OL model, if simulated canopy interception is too high relative to nature, the OL will predict snow depth and SWE values that are low relative to observations, because of high amounts of sublimation from intercepted snow prior to unloading. However, in implementing the PF, individual particles are perturbed with (among other things) different amounts of precipitation forcing (Section 3.5). When confronted by a snow depth observation that is higher than the OL, the PF places higher weights on those particles that are closer to the observation—which tend to be those forced with greater amounts of precipitation (Figure S9 in Supporting Information S1). In this example, the PF compensates for an error in interception parameterization (not enough snowfall reaching the ground) by increasing the amount of snowfall. This is similar to the method used by Lv and Pomeroy (2020) to estimate canopy interception.

Our basin scale results suggest that the PF does indeed increase the amount of snowfall as it weights particles to match observed snow depths—more so at higher elevations and at forested versus open locations (Figure 10). With snow depth observations alone (especially with such low temporal resolution), it is not possible to absolutely identify why SCF is typically above one: parameterization, process representation, or forcing errors may all
be important. However, we can hypothesize why SCF is greater than one, contingent on a few reasonable assumptions. First, results from open sites suggest an elevation-dependent precipitation error in the basin: precipitation is too high (low) at low (high) elevations. The magnitude of the elevation dependent precipitation errors (+20%) is consistent with past studies (Dahri et al., 2018; Li et al., 2014; Romilly & Gebremichael, 2011).

Second, given that errors in precipitation forcing should be equivalent for adjacent forest and open sites, the higher SCF at forest sites (~0.15 greater, Figure 10) indicates the model forest canopy is leading to an effective precipitation—one that is consistent across elevation bands. Our analysis is performed near peak SWE (i.e., before the melt season), which indicates that the effective precipitation loss is more likely due to an error in simulating an accumulation-related processes (e.g., excessive sublimation of intercepted snow), than a melt-related process (e.g., insufficient shading causing rapid melt in forests). Based on this reasoning, canopy sublimation error is approximately 15% (Figure 10). Sublimation is difficult to model and measure: prior research shows that models both underestimate and overestimate sublimation relative to observations (Ellis et al., 2010; Pomeroy et al., 1998) and that observations vary widely with methodology—for example, cumulative sublimation varying from 20% to 70% of total SWE in subalpine forests in Colorado, similar to the ERB (Molotch et al., 2007; Montesi et al., 2004; Sexstone et al., 2018). Thus, an error equivalent to 15% of SWE is not unexpected.

Overestimation of canopy sublimation is not the only possible explanation for elevation and canopy related errors in the basin. An alternate explanation is that the model has an elevation-dependent error at open sites, yielding excessive (insufficient) melt or sublimation at low (high) elevations. Or, the model could overestimate snow density in the forest. Our analysis of SCF cannot be extended to other parameters without including additional observations or changing the experimental design (which we do not attempt here) because of the model’s high sensitivity to precipitation forcing relative to parameters (Figure S2 in Supporting Information S1). Smyth et al. (2020) demonstrated that the PF does not systematically shift other meteorological forcings or the snow viscosity parameter when matching depth observations, and an offline test at the ERB showed that the PF also does not consistently shift the best canopy-related parameter values at forested sites (Figure S10 in Supporting Information S1).

For the experiments in this paper, we do not perturb canopy-related parameters in the PF ensemble generation process for several reasons (Section 3.6.2). However, in an operational implementation of the PF, we recommend that all sensitive model parameters, including canopy-related parameters (e.g., fractional sky view, fractional vegetation), should be perturbed when generating particles. This would help to ensure that the spread between particles encompasses observations in all climates and years, and can be accomplished with virtually no additional computational cost.

In implementing the PF across the ERB (50 m resolution) for one water year, we simulated over 300,000 individual points, with 75 particles at each point: over 22 million individual model runs. We leveraged 48 cores on the RMACC Summit Supercomputer (Anderson et al., 2017) and completed the simulation in one week. However, an operational implementation in “update” mode would not need to simulate the entire water year at once. In addition, the use of more cores (for example, RMACC has over 10,000 available) and other code improvements (e.g., daily output frequencies for state variables rather than hourly, moving PF code to the same language as FSM2) will make compute time more manageable in the future. Challenges include data storage and the coupling of forcing data streams (including downsampling) to the DA modeling framework.

In conclusion, the PF improves simulations of snow depth, density, and SWE across open and forested sites in two disparate climates, supporting and extending the results of Smyth et al. (2020), which focused on open SNOTEL sites in forest clearings. At both Snodgrass and ForEST sites, the OL model performs worse at forested sites compared to adjacent open sites (in snow depth and SWE). As the meteorological forcing data is roughly the same between paired forest-open sites at the same elevation, this disparity points toward errors in canopy process representation/ parameterization at the forested sites. There is greater improvement (relative to the OL) at forest sites (Figure 4), so error after DA is roughly equal between forested and open areas. Calibration can be used to lower model errors, but the outcome is specific to individual basins and tree types, can produce errors in subsequent years, and is difficult to implement in real time (Rutter et al., 2009). DA reduces errors without the need for calibration—no adjustments are necessary across climates or landscape factors. The PF is able to overcome the importance of accurate parameterization by reducing the apparent sensitivity of model outputs to forest canopy parameters. The PF code can be successfully implemented at the basin scale as demonstrated with real, remotely
sensed snow depth observations. Across the entire basin, the PF identifies ~15% less precipitation at forested locations compared to the open. The simplest interpretation of this result is excessive interception loss at forest sites. However, measurements of interception loss would be needed to test this hypothesis.
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